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Surviving a Hot Weather Situation 

 
When it comes to survival prepping, many people get ready for extreme weather events 
such as a hurricane or tornado, but fail to prepare for something with the potential to be 
more deadly – extreme heatwaves. 
 
When you get too hot, your body quickly gets dehydrated and without intervention, you 
can start to get a headache, feel dizzy and weak and even experience a heatstroke. It 
doesn’t take extreme temperatures for it to be considered a hot weather survival 
situation, either.  
 
If the temperature reaches 90 degrees, coupled with humidity, it puts your survival in 
danger. You never know when the electric grid may go down, leaving you unable to 
provide a method of cooling or access to water.  
 

The Danger of Hot Weather for People Who Aren't Prepared  
 
Looking at the news, you can find plenty of situations where people simply weren’t 
prepared for weather conditions. Being caught unaware of something doesn’t always 
lead to a big issue.  
 
However, when it gets hot outside, that changes everything. When the power goes out, 
your survival can be a matter of minutes or hours - especially for those who are elderly, 
or health comprised.  
 
If someone is sick, that also lowers their survival rate in the event of a hot weather 
problem. Even those who are in good health can still succumb to the heat when they 
haven’t prepared to make it through higher temperatures because of the dangers of 
hyperthermia.  
 
This happens when your body begins to overheat, and it can’t shed the heat. You need 
to prepare your environment now so that you’re ready for whatever kind of heat you 
might face.  
 
Even if you don’t have a lot of money to spend on preparedness, there are still many 
inexpensive steps that you can take now in order to protect yourself and your family 
from the danger of hot weather.  
 
Some of these things have to do with making sure that your home can stand up to the 
heat without putting you in danger. Other steps involve having on hand the necessities 
to be able to get through the heat and be okay until things return to normal.  
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If you’re wondering how hot is too hot, keep in mind that if you’re uncomfortable, warm, 
or sweating, that’s a sign your body isn’t too happy with the higher temperature.  If you 
start to feel suddenly nauseous and you’re in a hot weather situation, that means you 
need to take action to cool off.  
 
An immediate warning sign that it’s much too hot outside is if you step outside, breathe 
in, and the air is so hot it hurts when you take that breath. That’s your signal to act now, 
because if your power goes out, your odds of surviving that kind of heat are much lower 
than in cooler temperatures.  
 
When the temperature gets too hot, if you have a two story home, make sure that you 
stay downstairs, because heat rises. Avoid dressing in dark clothing if you’re outside, 
since it absorbs heat.  
 
Light colored clothing reflects sunlight and heat. Don’t push yourself physically when the 
temperatures are high. The more you do, the faster you can dehydrate. So stay 
sedentary. 
 

Hydration Is Imperative in Hot Weather Events 
 
When it’s hot outside, you need to make sure that you stay hydrated. Some people think 
that it’s okay to just drink water when they feel thirsty, but by the time you get that 
signal, it means your body is already in a water deficit.  
 
You need to avoid things that can make you more prone to dehydration during hot 
weather. This is why you need to stay away from beverages that contain caffeine 
because caffeine is a diuretic, which causes you to lose water.  
 
Your body needs more water when the temperatures go up. That’s because as it gets 
hot outside, your body tries to make sure you stay cool through sweating. That water 
has to be replaced in order for you to keep functioning.  
 
Just like within the body, water outside your body evaporates, too. Water is continually 
evaporating (even when it’s not hot outside) but the higher temperatures makes it 
happen much faster.  
 
When a hot weather situation occurs, power plants will often limit power consumption or 
shut down operations completely. This has happened in numerous areas in the past. 
When that happens, water treatment plants can also be affected.  
 
Sometimes, they experience trouble, even if the power doesn’t go out, because the 
hotter weather promotes the growth of microbes, the bacteria that can cause significant 
illness. 
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Or worse may happen and the plant can’t keep up with the demands on the filtration 
system. For you, that means your access to clean drinking water can be impacted if the 
water system shuts down.  
 
Since you need more water to survive in hotter weather, you have to make sure you 
have what you need on hand. You need a gallon of water each day, but multiply that by 
the number of people in your home.  
 
So if you have 5 family members and you know the water supply will be down for a 
week, you need 35 gallons of water. That’s just the bare minimum amount and doesn’t 
take into account hot weather situations.  
 
When it’s hotter out, you need a larger store of water. It also doesn’t take into 
consideration the water you’re going to need for sanitation purposes, like washing your 
hands or flushing the toilet.  
 
It also doesn’t figure in the water you’ll need for your pets, if you have any. You’ll also 
need to have water to use for cooking. A good rule of thumb is to always have on hand 
more water than you think you might need.  
 
You’re better off to have it and not need it than to need it and not have it. Store enough 
water so that you can make it for at least 2-3 weeks. If you’re worried about the length 
of time you can store water before rotating, it’s about six months.  
 
This is due to taste more than anything else, since water can safely be kept longer as 
long as it’s free of contamination. You can use store bought water bottles to start your 
emergency supply of water.  
 
You can also use 5 gallon stackable water jugs or blocks. There are also 55 gallon 
water barrels that you can buy for water use. Use only water safe containers. Store the 
water in a cool, dark place so that it’s not exposed to sunlight.  
 

Insulate Your Home from the Sun 
 
You can prepare to survive a hot weather situation now by insulating your home from 
the sun. When you do this, it protects your rooms from heating up. There are some 
immediate actions steps that you can take now to ensure your safety from heat.  
 
Without electricity or air conditioning, your home will quickly heat up when it’s hot 
outside. That’s because the sun hits your home at various points and begins to raise the 
temperature of the building material as well heats the glass of all your windows.  
 
As this happens, the heat on the material and windows is transferred inside the house, 
where the room temperatures start to go up. What you have to do to prevent this is keep 
the heat outside by reflecting it.  
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For that, you can buy reflective material or use something as cheap as tinfoil during the 
grid crash event if you can’t buy it. Or if you don’t have any tinfoil, then you can just use 
white or pale colored towels spread across the windows.  
 
Something good to have for this is solar film. Use solar film on all your windows and any 
patio or sliding doors that have a lot of windows. This film is sometimes known as heat 
control film.  
 
It’s also inexpensive and can be done as a DIY installation. If you’re using thin curtains 
or sheers on your windows right now, replace these with thicker curtains or even 
blankets if you don’t have anything else.  
 
They’ll help to keep out more of the heat. Hot air gets into your home through cracks. 
Go around your home and use self-adhesive foam or weather stripping for any cracks, 
especially around doors and windows.  
 
If you can’t get any, then use cardboard as a temporary measure. Doing this will also 
help to keep whatever cool air you do have in your home from escaping. Check your 
attic.  
 
Direct sunlight beating down on a roof quickly raises the temperature. This is why it can 
be as much as 150 degrees or higher in your attic when the temperature reaches 90 
degrees outside.  
 
This heat makes it into your home due to improper intake valves, through vents and 
more. You can hire a professional to examine your home for insulation issues that can 
cause problems when the temperatures are high.  
 
Hiring someone to replace the insulation is a good way to increase your home’s ability 
to keep you safer when the heat hits. You can also direct heat away from your roof by 
using solar reflective shingles on the roof.  
 
Bring cooler air in when there’s a hot weather situation. When night falls, if the 
temperature drops significantly, then open up the windows so that you can let some 
cooler air in. 
 

Using Your Food Supply in a Hot Weather Situation 
 
In the event of a hot weather situation, you need to make sure that your food supply is 
safe to consume. For foods in your refrigerator, try not to open the door. Keeping it 
closed will help keep it cold longer.  
 
You have approximately 4 hours after an outage in which food is still safe to use. But 
that’s only as long as the temperature inside the appliance is maintained, which doesn’t 
happen if you’re opening and closing the door.  
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In the freezer, you have about 2 days before the food may not be safe to eat. If your 
freezer isn’t full, this window of time is cut in half. Before an outage, you can use ice 
packs or even freeze water in bottles and that will help to keep your food supply safe for 
a longer period of time.  
 
Transfer the food from your refrigerator to your freezer if you have room and pack your 
frozen food items around them. This will help them to stay stable longer. If you know 
you’re going to be eating foods from the refrigerator or getting drinks, move those items 
out of the refrigerator and place them in an insulated cooler.  
 
You can use ice packs, frozen gel packs, frozen water bottles or bags of ice to keep the 
food in the cooler viable. To save money on buying ice, before there’s ever an 
alternative emergency need to keep the food cold, have ice trays on hand that you can 
freeze.  
 
Then put those cubes in containers or bags to use as ice blocks. You can also do the 
same if you have a built in ice maker. If you don’t have the option of using ice from 
home or you didn’t prepare in advance, buy dry ice to keep your food safe for longer.   
 
When there’s a heat situation, you want to make sure that you have foods on hand that 
you can eat that are not at risk for spoilage. You want to focus on building a supply of 
non-perishable foods.  
 
Have cereal on hand because this can be eaten dry or with powdered milk. Use canned 
vegetables and fruits. Also have canned foods that are ready to eat without cooking. 
Keep instant oatmeal stocked in the event of a heat emergency.  
 
Use food bars or protein bars. Peanut butter and dried fruits can also last during a heat 
situation. Stock up on foods like beef jerky and other dried meats like freeze dried beef.  
You should also stock up on pails or pouches of emergency food in case you’re going to 
be faced with a long term hot weather event.  
 
You’ll find these items in a variety of food choices and serving sizes. You can buy MREs 
(meals ready to eat) or buckets of 45-day survival food that will keep a family safe when 
they can’t get their cabinets replenished with meals.  
 

Tips and Tools to Help Keep You Cool in a Heat Wave 
 
When it’s too hot for you, to preserve your life, you have to find a way to cool off and 
stay that way. If your air conditioner isn’t working due to the heat event, you can create 
your own air conditioner to cool the temperature inside your house.  
 
There are many inexpensive ways to do this. One of these ways involves using a cheap 
cooler, piping to vent the cooler, such as dryer vent piping, ice and a small fan. You’ll 
cut holes on the lid of the cooler the size of the vents, one on each end, and for the face 
of the fan, which should be positioned in the middle.  
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The fan should also face front side down into the hole. The air from the fan will blow 
across the ice you’ve filled the cooler with, and the venting releases this cold air into 
your home.  
 
If you don’t have any ice, you can use ice packs or something similar in place of that.  
Of course, if you don’t have any electricity, you obviously can’t use an electric fan to 
create this air conditioner.  
 
This is why you need a battery operated fan. You can create two or more of these to 
help cool a large room. Eventually, the ice will begin to melt, but the fan blowing across 
the cool water can still help cool things down.  
 
You can set up fans to blow across containers of ice such as a bucket without using the 
cooler method, but the ice will melt faster when it’s not in a cooler. Another step you can 
take to help keep the temperature down, is to close off as many rooms as you can and 
concentrate on staying in one or two rooms.  
 
You can also buy larger battery operated stand fans that can help circulate air to cool off 
a room. Outfitting your home with solar panels is an option you can use to help keep 
you cool.  
 
While you can have your home professionally set up for solar panel use, you don’t have 
to take that step if you don’t want that kind of cost. Instead, you can use solar panel kits 
for your home.  
 
These are portable panels that you can DIY to power your home during a heat event. 
You would need to figure up the wattage for the items that you want to power. So if you 
want to run a couple of fans or any other electronic devices, you would add up the 
amount of wattage needed.  
 
Then buy the number of solar panels that would be able to handle that amount of 
wattage. To cool off, you can also take cool showers or baths. Putting a cool cloth on 
the back of your neck or across your forehead can work as well.  
 
Sometimes, you may have a cooling option outside of your house. For example, if you 
have a swimming pool, lounging in the water during the hot temperatures can help cool 
you down.  
 
Make sure that you wear cool, loose clothing. Drinking something cold or eating 
something cold such as a popsicle can cool you off. Don’t add heat to your home 
through your cooking methods. Choose to have cold meals or cook outside on a grill.  
 
While extreme weather events may make a bigger splash in the news, when 
temperatures get out of control, you want to make sure you and your loved ones can 
maintain an air of comfort and safety in your home.  
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Hot weather can make you lethargic and sick if your home isn’t equipped to protect you 
from the temperatures. Even if you haven’t experienced it to date, get prepared so that 
you’re never left vulnerable to these kinds of conditions.  


